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The Ronin 4D ushered in a new era of filmmaking and continues to offer further exciting possibilities.  Meet the DJI  Ronin 4D Flex -  an
innovative, expandable solution that was created to give filmmakers even more freedom. With it, the main module of the Ronin 4D can
be  separated  from  the  camera  with  the  gimbal.  This  makes  it  possible  to  store  the  recording  module,  power  supply  and  video
transmission systems in a bag or backpack, while the operator only has to hold the camera in his hands - this significantly reduces the
weight of the entire setup. More flexibility, high performance and a unique creative experience - the Ronin 4D Flex opens a new chapter
in cinematography.
 
 
Lightweight design
Enjoy greater comfort while working. Ronin 4D Flex will allow you to reduce the weight of the equipment you hold in your hand to 1.8kg,
which  is  only  about  34%  of  the  original  weight.  It  is  therefore  ideal  for  cinematographers  who  often  work  on  projects  that  require
prolonged recording. The device is especially ideal for shooting documentaries, interviews or events – anywhere where high mobility is
required. The ultra-light Ronin 4D Flex is distinguished by both its portable design and high performance, so it can meet even the most
demanding expectations.
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Get more flexibility
The long 2m extension cable will give you much greater flexibility when working. It allows you to effortlessly perform complex camera
movements - even in tight spaces, such as inside vehicles. The Ronin 4D Flex also allows you to use the camera with the X9 gimbal as a
small remote head. Now you can effortlessly prepare a tracking shot and more - DJI gives you plenty of creative possibilities!
 
 
Ultra-thin coaxial cable
The Ronin 4D Flex extension system uses an ultra-thin coaxial cable that supports lossless transmission of high-speed signals captured
by the camera sensor (up to 8K). It also allows reliable transmission of control and monitoring signals. The cable is also very robust and
flexible - even repeated bending will not intimidate it. This makes it perfect for a variety of scenarios!
 
 
Focus on versatility
The Ronin 4D Flex is natively compatible with Ronin 4D Hand Grips and the main monitor, so it can act as a lightweight and compact, yet
powerful, standalone tool. The product offers cinematographers a whole suite of useful features, including cinematic 8K imaging, 3-axis
stabilisation,  LiDAR  sharpening  and  a  professional  monitoring  and  control  system.  As  a  result,  it  provides  a  comfortable  and  efficient
creative experience that is currently unrivalled in the industry. What's more, switching between Ronin 4D Flex and the integrated setup
is extremely easy and fast - it doesn't even require any tools.
 
 
Multiple configuration options
Opt for additional accessories and get even more options when recording. Ronin 4D Flex allows you to freely use a variety of extension
rods and remote heads. So it's easy to get the results you want! You can also make your work easier by transporting heavier equipment
in a backpack or mounting it on a special waistcoat. With DJI, recording complex shots doesn't have to require a lot of effort!
 
 
Lens compatibility
For  static  shots,  the  Ronin  4D  Flex  allows  you  to  mount  a  standard  Pan  Axis  Quick-Lock  with  accessories,  pushing  the  limits  of  the
device's  lifting  capacity.  This  means  you  can  use  a  variety  of  telephoto  lenses  -  for  example  the  FE  70-200  mm  F2.8  GM  or  the  FE
200-600 mm F5.6-6.3 G. But it doesn't stop there! Some third-party accessories and focus motors allow you to install lenses such as the
Zeiss SP or Cooke Anamorphic/i.
 
 
In the box
Ronin 4D Flex
Pan Axis Quick-Lock
Ronin 4D Hand Grips Adapter x2
Adapter cable for Hand Grips x2
Specification:
Brand
DJI
Model
DJI Ronin 4D Flex
Extension cable length
2m
Weight
Approx. 725g (including Ronin 4D Hand Grips adapters and Hand Grips adapter cables)
Compatibility
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DJI Ronin 4D
Supported accessories
Ronin 4D Hand Grips, High-Bright Main Monitor, LiDAR rangefinder, Zenmuse X9 focus motor

Preço:

€ 968.99

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Akcesoria DJI Ronin 4D
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